Abstract: An improved hybrid homotopy method is proposed to decouple the multi-input model of tactile sensors. The time-embedded homotopy algorithm is proved to be very suitable for solving the problem. Three tracking factors that control the efficiency of the algorithm are studied: tracking operator, stepsize, and accuracy. Trust region methods are applied to track the zero paths instead of the traditional differential algorithm, and a periodic sampling method is proposed to improve the efficiency of the algorithm. Numerical experiments show that both the robustness and accuracy have received a huge boost after the hybrid algorithm is applied.
Introduction
The flexible tactile sensor array is very important in the field of robot skin. In the latest research, the development of tactile sensors has mainly focused on capacitive sensing, piezoresistive sensing, piezoelectric sensing, etc. [1] [2] [3] . A 3D tactile sensor based on the different capacitive principles has been reported in Chu et al. [4] . Strohmayr et al. [5] fabricated a flexible tactile sensor for robotic hands based on a crossed-wire approach. Bal et al. [6] have developed a high-sensitivity artificial skin based on transparent elastic films of carbon nanotubes. Koc et al. [7] developed a piezoelectric tactile sensor that can detect both force and force distribution by using PVDF material. Oballe-Peinado et al. [8] presented a realization of the electronics of a tactile sensor suite mounted on a dexterous robotic hand by using FPGAs for scanning and pre-processing tactile data.
At present, a coupling relationship general exists in the three-dimensional tactile sensor and it is always nonlinear. Therefore, the study of decoupling algorithms makes great sense in the field of multi-dimensional sensors. A lot of methods have been tried to decouple the multi-dimensional information of sensors. Baglio et al. [9] used the fuzzy logic method to identify the characteristic signals in the unknown surface of a tactile sensor system. Petra et al. [10] applied a BP neural network to improve a distributed tactile sensor system, and realized the decoupling circuit of the BP network based on hardware structure. Schram et al. [11] proposed the optimal parity vector method to calibrate and diagnose array sensors. Ma et al. [12] presented a robust static decoupling algorithm for multi-dimensional force sensors based on support vector regression. Wang et al. [13] studied the decoupling method based on a RBF neural network for tactile sensors.
In order to solve the problem of nonlinear coupling in the tactile sensor model, a homotopy method [14] [15] [16] [17] was introduced. A time-varying variable was embedded into the decoupling process to avoid the problem of multiple solutions, which has universal significance for this type of model. Then the high dimensional decoupling problem can be transformed into a zero path tracking problem 
The Numerical Model of Tactile Sensor
In order to describe the model in more details, two schematics are presented. Figure 2 shows the upper surface of the sensor when no deformation has occurred. When an external force is applied to the upper surface of the sensor, the position changes of the electrodes are shown in Figure 3 , and the decoupling task is to track the deformation of these points and try to infer the deformation of the upper surface. The parallel resistance between wire A and c shown in Figure 2 can be written as: (
when N electrodes are embedded on each wire of the upper surface, and M electrodes are embedded on each wire of the lower surface. In order to decouple the position coordinates after loading of the electrodes on the upper surface (that is, 3 × N variables are needed to solve the problem), a system equation that contains 3 × N variables should be constructed to acquire the coordinates of the N electrodes on an upper wire. In order to avoid the phenomenon of the appearance of overdetermination or underdetermination, the 3 × N resistances equations between a wire of the upper surface and 3 × N wires of the lower surface are needed in the modeling process. The system equations of the parallel resistance model are as follows: 
where, i and j represent the label of an electrode embedded into a wire on the upper layer and the lower layer, respectively, k represents the quantity of the wires on the lower layer, , , represent 
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where, i and j represent the label of an electrode embedded into a wire on the upper layer and the lower layer, respectively, k represents the quantity of the wires on the lower layer, x i , y i , z i represent the three subcoordinate components of the i-th electrode to be decoupled, x jk , y jk , z jk represent all the coordinates of the electrodes embedded into the lower layer and represent the coordinate components of the j-th electrode embedded into the k-th lower layer. In this article, we treat the decoupling process of the high dimensional model as an engineering optimization problem, and the goal is to find a method that can decouple this model rapidly and with acceptable accuracy. An improved homotopy method is introduced to solve this problem in the next section.
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Homotopy Method
Homotopy is a concept originally used in topology, which says that two continuous functions from one topological space to another are called "homotopic" and if one can be "continuously deformed" into the other, such a deformation being called a homotopy between the two functions ( Figure 4) .
The Newton method and its variations are widely used for solving a system of nonlinear equations such as:
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Homotopy Method
Due to their computational efficiency, these methods can achieve super linear convergence if the initial starting point is within a certain neighborhood of the solution. Unfortunately, this type of method often fails if the initial guess is not sufficiently close to the solution, or if singular points are encountered. In other words, these methods are locally convergent and cannot provide guarantees of obtaining solutions [19] [20] [21] .
method often fails if the initial guess is not sufficiently close to the solution, or if singular points are encountered. In other words, these methods are locally convergent and cannot provide guarantees of obtaining solutions [19] [20] [21] . Homotopy methods have been developed to overcome the disadvantages of Newton-type methods. Homotopy methods are usually slower than the Newton-type methods, but they are effective for solving difficult systems of nonlinear equations for which a good starting point is hard to find and the Jacobian matrix is in bad condition.
Stated briefly, homotopy-continuation methods consist of the following parts: to solve Equation (3), one should define a homotopy function :
→ is a smooth mapping with known solutions. Typically, one may choose a convex homotopy function such as:
and attempt to trace an implicitly defined curve in (0) from an initial guess ( , 0) to a solution point ( * , 0). If this succeeds, then a zero point of * is obtained.
Imbeded Time-Varying Variable
Aimed at the problem of a numerical model of the tactile sensor, this article introduces a timevarying variable t into the homotopy function instead of using an abstract mathematical variable Here the problem will not be decoupled directly, and the resistance signals corresponding to the deformation process of the tactile sensor are collected as a guide to solve the homotopy function. The original system of equations is written as:
Assuming that the time variable is t, Equation (5) can be simplified as:
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Stated briefly, homotopy-continuation methods consist of the following parts: to solve Equation (3), one should define a homotopy function H : R n × R n → R n such that H(x,1) = F(x) and H(x,0) = G(x) where G : R n → R n is a smooth mapping with known solutions. Typically, one may choose a convex homotopy function such as:
and attempt to trace an implicitly defined curve in H −1 (0) from an initial guess (x 0 , 0) to a solution point (x * , 0). If this succeeds, then a zero point of x * is obtained.
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The deformation process of the tactile sensor is shown in Figure 5 . The corresponding resistance signals should be obtained from the external circuit. When a deformation happens, a series of resistances shown in Figure 6 are stored to guide the algorithm to decouple the deformation.
The deformation process of the tactile sensor is shown in Figure 5 . The corresponding resistance signals should be obtained from the external circuit. When a deformation happens, a series of resistances shown in Figure 6 are stored to guide the algorithm to decouple the deformation. If we split the deformation process into five steps, the corresponding resistances are
In the improved homotopy method, the coordinates without any deformation are used as the initial solution of the homotopy function (Equation (7)), namely ( (0), (0)) = ( (0)) ( (0)) which can be very easily satisfied. When the first resistance (∆ )
is applied, the system function is ( (0), (∆ )) = 0 which can be seemed as a homotopy of ( (0), (0)) = 0 with a stepsize ∆ . If the initial solution is (0) , then the solution of ( (0), (∆ )) = 0 can be reached easily because the distance between the zero points are very short.
In this process, we applied a method like Lahaye's iterative continuation approach. In the following part we should choose an effective zero path tracking operator to complete the intermediate iterative process, we will set 10 electrodes on each line at the upper layer of the tactile sense and 10 lines on the upper layer, that means 30 variables in the system equations to form an 10 × 10 electrodes system to restore the original surface of the tactile sensor.
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Based on the descriptions above, here a flow diagram of the improved homotopy algorithm is given in Table 1 . Table 1 . Steps of the improved homotopy method.
Step 1. Initialize the sampling frequency of the external circuit, namely determining the steps of the Homotopy tracking path. If there needs N steps in the tracking path, then the sampled resistances should be [R(0), R(∆t) . . . R(k∆t) . . . R((N − 1)∆t)]. The original coordinates of the upper surface electrode is recorded as X(0).
Step 2. Put R((k − 1)∆t) into the Equation (7), and run the kth zero point tracking operator dog-leg step to get the kth zero point X(k∆t). Use the current zero point X(k∆t) as the start point of next Homotopy step, and meanwhile put the R(k∆t) into the Equation (7) to solve the next zero point.
Step 3. Repeat Step 2 until the zero point X((N − 2)∆t) is obtained, and now use iteration termination conditions of higher precision for the Nth step, which can reach the final solution of the system equations.
Zero Path Tracking Operators
Any ordinary iterative method is capable of accomplishing the homotopy deformation zero tracking task. In order to pick an efficient and robust method, we tested three kinds of efficient operators, including GN (Gauss-Newton) method [21] , LM (Levenberg-Marquard) method and trust-region dogleg (TR-dogleg) method [22] . These three methods are all famous for their high efficiency and robustness. The number of calls of the objective function is chosen as the efficiency measure of the algorithms. Figure 7 gives the construction of the TR-dogleg step. In the TR-dogleg operator, step d is constructed from a convex combination of a Cauchy step (a step along the steepest descent direction) and a Gauss-Newton step for F(x). The Cauchy step is calculated as:
where, ρ is an optimized value to decide the best step and J(X k ) represents the Jacobian matrix of the equation. The Gauss-Newton step is calculated by solving:
In order to calculate the trust region radius, if h gn ≤ ∆, then h dl := h gn , else if αh sd ≥ ∆, h dl := (∆/ h sd )h sd . If the two conditions are not met, then we use Powell's constructor:
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In order to calculate the trust region radius, if h ≤ ∆, then h ∶= h , else if ‖αh ‖ ≥ ∆, h ∶= (∆/‖h ‖)h . If the two conditions are not met, then we use Powell's constructor: Figure 7 . Construction of the TR-Dogleg step. Table 2 shows the efficiency of the three tracking operators (as an average of 10 numerical experiments). The iteration termination conditions of the first N − 1 steps are set as Tol_Fun (the tolerance of function) = 1 × 10 −6 , Tol_X (the tolerance of x) = 1 × 10 −6 , and MaxIter (maximum number of iterations) = 100, and those of the last step are set as Tol_Fun = 1 × 10 −12 , Tol_X = 1 × 10 −12 , and MaxIter = 1000. Here, we can see that the dogleg method is more efficient than LM method, but less efficient than Gauss-Newton method. Table 2 shows the efficiency of the three tracking operators (as an average of 10 numerical experiments). The iteration termination conditions of the first N − 1 steps are set as Tol_Fun (the tolerance of function) = 1 × 10 −6 , Tol_X (the tolerance of x) = 1 × 10 −6 , and MaxIter (maximum number of iterations) = 100, and those of the last step are set as Tol_Fun = 1 × 10 −12 , Tol_X = 1 × 10 −12 , and MaxIter = 1000. Here, we can see that the dogleg method is more efficient than LM method, but less efficient than Gauss-Newton method. Table 3 gives a comparison of the accuracy of the three methods. We can see that LM method has the best accuracy and GN has a relatively poor performance. When the number of sampling steps is small (such as 5, 10 steps), the GN method cannot even overcome the singularity problem. The performance of the dogleg algorithm is between LM and GN methods, with acceptable accuracy. In order to meet the requirements of real-time during the decoupling process of the tactile sensor, it is worth to sacrifice some accuracy in an homotopy intermediate step, so long as the null point path can be tracked as closer and quicker as possible at the last step. Taking all these factors, we decided to make a compromise to choose the trust region dogleg operator to accomplish the zero path tracking. These numerical experiments show that the dogleg operator can perform quite efficiently and with acceptable accuracy, which is very important during the zero path tracking. However, high precision at intermediate steps is unnecessary and time-consuming. In next section, we will show how to relax the accuracy to improve the efficiency of the algorithm.
Tracking Stepsize and Accuracy
The effect of tracking stepsize and accuracy on the homotopy methods for tactile sensors is studied in this section with the tracking operator being the dogleg which is shown to be appropriate for homotopy decoupling algorithms for tactile sensors. The whole tracking process could be split into N steps with uniform stepsize. The stepsize is directly related to the efficiency of the decoupling algorithm. Excessive sampling steps will increase robustness of the algorithm, but it also leads to a lot of unnecessary calculations, and reduces the efficiency of the algorithm. On the other hand, if the sampling is too sparse, which means guiding information is not enough in the middle of the tracking interval, it would cause the singularity problem. Another trick to improve the efficiency of the homotopy algorithm for tactile sensors is by decreasing the tracking accuracy of the first N − 1 steps, while only keep the N-th tracking step accurately as required. It is necessary to study the interplay of stepsize and accuracy.
Stepsize of the Tracking
With the increase of the sampling steps, more information will be collected from the intermediate process to enhance the accuracy and robustness of the algorithm. As shown in Table 4 , the calls of the objective function of the first N − 1 steps will decrease with the increase of the sampling steps, and when N > 100, the number of function calls become stabilized gradually, but the accuracy doesn't improve too much. However, another problem appearing is that the time-consumption increases rapidly with the increase of the sampling steps. These factors combine to give a relative trade off choice, both for the accuracy and the computing complexity. The test results support about 10 steps in the parallel resistance model is good choice when 10% deformation is applied. Figure 8 gives the distribution of the objective function calls under sampling steps of 5, 10, 20 and 50, respectively. Figure 8 shows that if less sampling steps are used, more objective function calls will be needed to maintain the accuracy. Figure 8 gives the distribution of the objective function calls under sampling steps of 5, 10, 20 and 50, respectively. Figure 8 shows that if less sampling steps are used, more objective function calls will be needed to maintain the accuracy. 
Accuracy of the Tracking
In order to improve the efficiency of the algorithm further, some certain trade-offs should be considered to reduce the sampling steps of the intermediate zero path tracking process. Here we consider another strategy which relaxes the accuracy of the tracking operator except for the last step. The resistance sampling method introduced above is based on uniform sampling, in which a lot of redundant information may exist restricting the efficiency of the algorithm. Here, the main parameter to control the homotopy tracking step is the first-order optimality measure, i.e., a measure of the distance between the tracked point and the ideal point. The solution will be terminated when the first-order optimization is less than the iterative termination condition Tol_Fun. In smooth unconstrained problems min ( ), and the first-order optimization measure may be defined as First − order optimality measure = max |( ( )) | = ‖∇ ( )‖ . This measure of first order 
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The first test is to relax the iteration termination condition of intermediate tracking steps from 10 −6 to 10 −4 . Figure 9 shows the first-order optimality with different sampling steps under loose intermediate iteration termination condition 10 −4 . When offering a new guiding resistance to solve the homotopy equations, the new zero point is still fairly close to previous one, which leads to the algorithm reaching the iteration termination condition and skipping the tracking directly. With the increase of the number of hops, when the error accumulation breaks the termination condition, the algorithm will solve the trust region operator again. This periodicity phenomenon becomes more obvious when a higher sampling frequency is applied. As can be seen from Figure 9c , when the sampling frequency (step) reaches 50, the first-order optimization shows a significant periodicity which implies that information redundancy really exists in the zero path tracking process. optimality is based on the familiar condition for a smooth function to achieve a minimum: its gradient must be zero. For unconstrained problems, when the first-order optimality measure is nearly zero, the gradient of the objective function is nearly zero, so the objective function could be assumed nearly minimized.
The first test is to relax the iteration termination condition of intermediate tracking steps from 10 −6 to 10 −4 . Figure 9 shows the first-order optimality with different sampling steps under loose intermediate iteration termination condition 10 −4 . When offering a new guiding resistance to solve the homotopy equations, the new zero point is still fairly close to previous one, which leads to the algorithm reaching the iteration termination condition and skipping the tracking directly. With the increase of the number of hops, when the error accumulation breaks the termination condition, the algorithm will solve the trust region operator again. This periodicity phenomenon becomes more obvious when a higher sampling frequency is applied. As can be seen from Figure 9c , when the sampling frequency (step) reaches 50, the first-order optimization shows a significant periodicity which implies that information redundancy really exists in the zero path tracking process. It is not necessary to track the redundant information. Through the above numerical simulations, it is known that the cyclical phenomenon depends on specific parameter of decoupling equations. For the parallel resistor model with 10% smooth deformation, when 50 steps are applied and the iteration termination condition is 10 −4 , the cycle T of first order optimality is about 7. Figure 9b -d indicate that the cycle is nearly proportional to the number of sampling steps. It means that in a cycle T, the intermediate sampling step is redundant and can be neglected, while the zero path tracking accuracy would not be greatly affected. From the above analysis, we can get a method to improve the efficiency of the homotopy algorithm. At the beginning, we use the peripheral sampling circuit to get It is not necessary to track the redundant information. Through the above numerical simulations, it is known that the cyclical phenomenon depends on specific parameter of decoupling equations. For the parallel resistor model with 10% smooth deformation, when 50 steps are applied and the iteration termination condition is 10 −4 , the cycle T of first order optimality is about 7. Figure 9b -d indicate that the cycle is nearly proportional to the number of sampling steps. It means that in a cycle T, the intermediate sampling step is redundant and can be neglected, while the zero path tracking accuracy would not be greatly affected. From the above analysis, we can get a method to improve the efficiency of the homotopy algorithm. At the beginning, we use the peripheral sampling circuit to get a lot of resistance pilot signal. This is of relatively low cost, because the sampling frequency of the circuit can be relatively high (KHz level). Then, we let the homotopy method perform a uniform sampling step tracking (assuming N resistance signals), and relax the iteration termination condition gradually to acquire a rough homotopy cycle T. After that, in the case of a certain magnitude of the pressure, the uniform sampling is abandoned, and a series resistance value of the end of the cycle is selected, such that the homotopy tracking steps change from N steps into N/T steps. This strategy improves the efficiency of the algorithm greatly.
It should be noted that the crucial procedure is how to relax the iteration termination condition. Figure 10 shows different cycle of first-order optimality shows with respect to different intermediate iteration termination conditions. If the termination condition is more relaxed, the error accumulation phenomenon is more obvious, and the periodicity is stronger. If the termination condition is relatively harsh, cyclical phenomenon tends to disappear. When the termination condition is too loose, the entire track would stay in only one cycle, while if the termination condition is too harsh, then periodically would almost disappear, and the algorithm almost returns to the uniform traversal tracking steps. Sampling step Sampling step a lot of resistance pilot signal. This is of relatively low cost, because the sampling frequency of the circuit can be relatively high (KHz level). Then, we let the homotopy method perform a uniform sampling step tracking (assuming N resistance signals), and relax the iteration termination condition gradually to acquire a rough homotopy cycle T. After that, in the case of a certain magnitude of the pressure, the uniform sampling is abandoned, and a series resistance value of the end of the cycle is selected, such that the homotopy tracking steps change from N steps into N/T steps. This strategy improves the efficiency of the algorithm greatly.
It should be noted that the crucial procedure is how to relax the iteration termination condition. Figure 10 shows different cycle of first-order optimality shows with respect to different intermediate iteration termination conditions. If the termination condition is more relaxed, the error accumulation phenomenon is more obvious, and the periodicity is stronger. If the termination condition is relatively harsh, cyclical phenomenon tends to disappear. When the termination condition is too loose, the entire track would stay in only one cycle, while if the termination condition is too harsh, then periodically would almost disappear, and the algorithm almost returns to the uniform traversal tracking steps. A comparison is given to show the efficiency of the uniform sampling method in Figure 11a ,c, and the periodic sampling algorithm in Figure 11b A comparison is given to show the efficiency of the uniform sampling method in Figure 11a ,c, and the periodic sampling algorithm in Figure 11b ,d. For the periodic sampling algorithm, the intermediate step iteration termination condition is relaxed to 10 −4 , while for the uniform sampling method, it is 10 −6 . The results show that the efficiency of the periodic sampling algorithm is greatly improved, which avoids almost half the number of iterations of the uniform sampling method. When 100 steps are used, the periodic sampling method uses 107 iterations in total, while the uniform sampling uses 248 iterations. Even when only 20 steps are applied in the uniform sampling, 139 iterations are still needed, and, the convergence speed is significantly slower than the skipping periodic sampling algorithm, as the intermediate termination conditions are harsh. 
Accuracy of the Solution
In the homotopy method, its accuracy depends on the final step of the tracking, while the other step of tracking is just a means to reach the final solution. In order to measure the quality of the final solution, the first-order optimality is used as a measure of how close a null point x is to the optimal solution. For the decoupling of the tactile sensor model, the problem of solving nonlinear equations is transformed into a minimization problem in the dogleg operator, so the first order optimality should be as small as possible to ensure the system equations can get correct solutions with high accuracy.
When 50 steps uniform sampling are taken, the convergence of the last tracking step is shown in Figure 12 , which shows that the convergence of the algorithm is very fast benefitting from the first N − 1 steps of the zero path tracking, and the precision can reach nearly 6.93 × 10 −11 , while the periodic sampling homotopy method precision is reaching 2.62 × 10 −11 , due to its lesser number of iterations, and the efficiency of the algorithm has been greatly improved. 
When 50 steps uniform sampling are taken, the convergence of the last tracking step is shown in Figure 12 , which shows that the convergence of the algorithm is very fast benefitting from the first N − 1 steps of the zero path tracking, and the precision can reach nearly 6.93 × 10 −11 , while the periodic sampling homotopy method precision is reaching 2.62 × 10 −11 , due to its lesser number of iterations, and the efficiency of the algorithm has been greatly improved. To see the actual decoupling effect, a deformation of 10% amplitude is applied on the top surface of the tactile sensor to simulate a pressing process. From Figure 13 , if five steps are applied to restore the original deformation, a lot of information would be lost leading to a rough decoupling. However, when 20 more steps are applied, the decoupling results have shown high accuracy without obvious differences. The experimental results show that the sampling steps should be controlled within a reasonable range to improve the efficiency of the algorithm, and excessive sampling steps lead to information redundancy, which is unnecessary. 
Conclusions
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With the increase of sensor deformation, the mean square error of the decoupling algorithm increases and the result becomes unacceptable. When the array sensor is larger than six nodes in one line, the convergence speed of the genetic algorithm and evolutionary algorithm is slow and the error is large because of the large search space. When the sensor scale is larger, the ant colony algorithm can't solve the problem. If the initial point is not properly chosen, the Newton-type iterative methods may converge to a local minimum of the optimization function rather than the solution of the 
With the increase of sensor deformation, the mean square error of the decoupling algorithm increases and the result becomes unacceptable. When the array sensor is larger than six nodes in one line, the convergence speed of the genetic algorithm and evolutionary algorithm is slow and the error is large because of the large search space. When the sensor scale is larger, the ant colony algorithm can't solve the problem. If the initial point is not properly chosen, the Newton-type iterative methods may converge to a local minimum of the optimization function rather than the solution of the nonlinear system. The complexity of the sensor mathematical model and the increase of its scale will not lead to the exponential increase in computational complexity of the homotopy algorithm. In this article, an improved homotopy method is proposed to solve the decoupling problem of the tactile sensor with high dimensions. Here, we do not try to directly solve the nonlinear problem, and the homotopy idea is combined to construct an algorithm to take good advantage of the intermediate resistance signals during the deformation process of the sensor. Simulations show that the intermediate resistance signals give a good guidance to simplify complexity of the problem. The sampling step of the improved homotopy algorithm is also discussed to improve the computational efficiency of the algorithm, and the dogleg operator is chosen to accomplish the zero paths tracking task based on Lahaye's approach. Simulations show that when the intermediate iteration termination condition is relaxed, there will appear a periodic phenomenon of the first order optimality, and if periodic sampling is applied instead of uniform sampling, the efficiency of the algorithm can be improved without any loss of accuracy, although it should be mentioned that the time-varying homotopy algorithm is studied in relatively few quantitative problems at present, and a lot of mathematical properties of homotopy method require further study. 
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